
 

 

Why Does This Love Scene Suck? A Checklist 
by Roni Loren 

 
• Have I used deep POV or have I zoomed out too far and am narrating? 
 
• Have I sufficiently developed these characters so that the reader cares about this scene? Do I feel connected to them?  
 
• Is there a good reason for these two to be having a love scene right now? What are their motivations? 
 
• Have the stakes been raised high enough? What do these characters have to lose by sleeping together/kissing/etc.? 
 
• Did anything change within the characters or the story during this love scene? Did this scene meet the “scene rule”? 
 
• Is there depth of emotion in the scene? Have I layered in thoughts and emotions with the characters or is it just “he did 

this, she did this” choreography? 
 
• Did I rush the scene? Is the pace too quick? Do I need to use that slow motion camera technique? 
 
• Have I layered in sensory detail? Have I focused too much on one sense? 
 
• Have I anchored the setting and described things in a way that paints a picture for the reader? 
 
• Have I used purple prose or cheesy euphemisms that distract from the scene? 
 
• Have I done something that could pull the reader out of the story (unsafe sex, impossible positions, unrealistic timing)? 
 
• Was I uncomfortable writing this scene and it shows? 
 
• Does the tone of the scene fit with the tone of the story? Does it need to be sweeter or sexier? 
 
• Was there a good build up of tension before this scene? 
 
• Is there conflict in the scene? (Exception: If it’s the last love scene for the Happily Ever After, conflict isn’t the focus.) 
 
• Does this love scene make things worse or more complicated for my characters? (Answer should be yes 99% of the 

time.) 
 
• Have I used visceral responses and reactions or am I “telling” too much? 
 
• Is my heart racing when I write/read this? 
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